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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO

JIM KAITZ, PRESIDENT & CEO

EMBRACE CHANGE
Dear AFP Members,

H

aving just wrapped up AFP 2019 in Boston, I’m always inspired by seeing the
thousands of attendees taking time out of their busy schedules to learn, share and
network with one another—both in the education sessions and on the exhibit floor.

The collective energy and enthusiasm is contagious; the challenge for all of us is to sustain
that momentum, continuing to learn and grow professionally throughout the year.
In her keynote address, Robin Roberts spoke passionately about her grit and determination
to reach her career goals. No job was too small for her as she progressed in her career, and
she emphasized how important it is to strive to continually improve your skills. Given the
pace of change today, especially as it relates to technology, being committed to lifelong
learning is the path to career growth.
As AFP MindShift keynote Rana el Kaliouby explained in Boston, technology is not to be
feared in finance, but rather embraced and leveraged to drive operational efficiencies and
enable the growth of our organizations. The adoption of digital transformation will require
finance professionals to acquire new technical skills, and also embrace their right brain
skills, such as creativity, empathy and storytelling.
So like Robin Roberts, be committed to lifelong learning and embrace change—your career
is too important to leave to chance!
Sincerely,

Jim Kaitz
President and CEO
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Find Your

FP&A PEOPLE

Learn more about the sessions,
networking and speakers.
dynamic.afponline.org/finnext
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RISK COLUMN

2019 AFP®

CYBERRISK
SURVEY

Despite increased security efforts,
cybercriminals aren’t giving up
AFP RESEARCH

F

inancial professionals have
significantly stepped up
cybersecurity defense over the
past three years as cybercriminals increase
their eﬀorts to breach organizations,
according to the 2019 Association for
Financial Professionals Cyberrisk Survey,
underwritten by Wells Fargo.
Conducted in October at AFP
2019 in Boston, the survey garnered
433 responses, of which 88% were
from corporate treasury and finance
professionals. Responses received
from those practitioners form the basis
of the report.
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Relentless attacks
Fully 88% of corporate practitioners revealed that their organizations
have been targeted by attempted or actual cyberattacks in the past 18
months. This signals those committing the attacks are not discouraged
by increasing safeguards and measures being put in place, or the
consequences that they might face.

Fearless Girl
is Reinventing
Investing

Organizations that have Experienced an Actual or Attempted
Cyberattack in the Past 18 Months
(Percentage Distribution of Organizations)

12%
Yes
No

88%

Major consequences
Nearly 80% of survey respondents believe that the most severe consequence
of a cyberbreach at their companies has been or will be financial losses, and
39% are concerned about the loss of reputation arising from a cyberattack.
Financial losses will impact the bottom line, and most organizations are
vulnerable to this risk. While reputational loss may seem to be a greater risk to
high-profile organizations, even lesser-known businesses are concerned about
the impact of a cyberbreach among their suppliers and customers.
Most Severe Impacts of a Cyberbreach on Organizations
(Percent of Organizations)

79%

Financial Loss

39%

Reputational Loss

25%

Loss of Customer Data
Loss of Banking Data

18%

Loss of Confidential Personnel Data

18%

Loss of Payments Information
Operations Sabotage
Theft of Intellectual Capital/
Intellectual Property

Sculpture by Kristen Visbal

We ignited a global conversation
about the power of women in
leadership with Fearless Girl, and
called on companies to take action.
577 companies have now added
women to their boards as a result.1
And our work continues.
Learn more about our Global
Cash business, managing $336
billion2 in money market funds and
short-term fixed income strategies,
at ssga.com/cash

14%
11%
7%

Supply Chain and Counterparty Risks

5%

Leakage of Financial Reports,
Meeting Minutes, etc.

4%

Other

4%

1 State Street Global Advisors Asset Stewardship Team,
August 2019.
2 State Street Global Advisors as of June 30, 2019.
©2019 State Street Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
ID46606-2377341.4.1.GBL.RTL 0919 Exp. Date: 09/30/2020

continued on page 8
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Awareness
Financial leaders are cognizant of the risks that cyberattacks pose to their
organizations and are taking steps to mitigate those risks. An overwhelming
majority of corporate practitioners (90%) report that the emphasis on
cybersecurity at their organizations has increased in the last three years.
“Treasury and financial leaders are well aware that the ‘new normal’
is operating in an environment where cyberattacks are frequent and
cybercriminals are relentless in their efforts,” said Jim Kaitz, president and
CEO of the Association for Financial Professionals. “To stay one step ahead,
corporate practitioners need to have measures in place that can detect
attacks at an early stage, which includes educating and training employees.”
Change in Treasury and Finance Functions’ Emphasis on Cybersecurity
Awareness in the Last Three Years
(Percentage Distribution of Organizations)

10%
42%
48%

Significantly Increased
Increased
Unchanged

Confidence in protections
But despite the increased emphasis on security, only 35% of survey
respondents are very confident that their employers are better prepared to
manage and respond to cyberattacks today than they were three years ago,
while 39% are moderately confident. Senior management may need to step
up their efforts to demonstrate to their employees that they are thoroughly
prepared to manage these attacks.
Level of Confidence that Organizations are Better Prepared to Respond to
a Cyberattack Today
(Percentage Distribution of Organizations)

3%

2%

Very Confident

21%

35%

Moderately Confident
Somewhat Confident

39%
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Slightly Confident
Not Confident

Conclusion
These results suggest that cyberattacks are pervasive and the risk of them
occurring is very high. Financial leaders are focusing much of their attention
on safeguarding against these attacks, which typically requires a significant
use of resources. This might mean shifting resources away from other projects.
Organizations need to stay ahead of those committing these crimes and have
measures in place to detect cyberattacks early to prevent their companies from
being vulnerable. Educating and training employees can also help keep these attacks
to a minimum. However, it’s often hard to remove the human element completely,
which is either a result of social engineering or due to a lapse in judgement.
It could very well be that hackers will make any and all attempts to outsmart
barriers that organizations have in place. With the advancement of technology,
they might be more successful in committing cybercrimes than previously
anticipated. Therefore, corporate practitioners must remain vigilant, collaborate
with their IT staff and banking partners, and utilize the most current and advanced
connection protocols to thwart new threats.
2019 AFP®

CYBERRISK SURVEY

2019 AFP®

CYBERRISK SURVEY
Sponsored by

The 2019 AFP CYBERRISK SURVEY
is available for download at:
https://www.AFPonline.org/cyberrisk

Better Solution.
Better Service.
Better Results.
Solving simple to complex AP needs with the ease and
flexibility to meet your business needs today and in the future.

Contact us today to learn more about the BOK Financial Corporate Card.

Chris Zieber | 713.289.5853 | www.bokfinancial.com

© 2019 BOK Financial Corporation. Services provided by BOKF, NA. Member FDIC. BOKF, NA is the banking subsidiary of BOK Financial Corporation.

TREASURY ESSENTIALS

ANDREW DEICHLER

The World of

Tomorrow
Robotics are the future of treasury and finance

E

merging technologies are changing finance functions from the top down. In
particular, treasury and finance executives are being forced to explore how
robotic process automation (RPA), artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) can improve their operations overall.
A new Executive Guide, underwritten by Kyriba, explores why and how these
technologies are reshaping finance. Released in two parts, the first section looks at
RPA, while the second half explores AI and ML.
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Robotic Process Automation
Robotic process automation (RPA) is the next step
in the evolution of automation, using a software robot
that mimics human actions. It is typically used in
treasury and finance to streamline repetitive, manual
processes, freeing practitioners up to focus on more
strategic work.
According to Laurens Tijdhof, partner at Zanders,
while there are many new technologies that will
ultimately be adopted by treasury, RPA is one that is
already having an impact. “The quick wins are typically
in RPA,” he said. “This is something that is available
today; you can really start implementing it now.”
Tijdhof noted that other new technologies such as
big data and blockchain/distributed ledger technology
require much more time and preparation to implement.
“You need to have a data strategy to prepare for
[those technologies], and you have to make sure your
system environment is ready to process these new
techniques,” he said.
However, even though RPA is easier to adopt than
some of these other innovations, that doesn’t mean that
corporates are flocking to it en masse. The technology
is still new and it will still take some time before it
becomes mainstream in treasury and finance.
RPA use cases
Although many companies who have adopted RPA
are still in the pilot stage, some have taken the initiative
and are applying the technology in a number of
different areas.
In October of 2018, Chick-fil-A’s finance department
embarked on an RPA pilot for multiple use cases.
One of the biggest challenges for the quick service
restaurant chain was that it was experiencing rapid
growth, and finance was experiencing capacity
constraints as a result.
“Even if we wanted to hire more people, we could
not find that many people fast enough to get them on
board and up-to-speed in order to do the work at the
pace it was growing,” said Camille Felton, CTP, FP&A,
senior lead analyst, financial analytics and solutions. “One
of the things we really struggled with is that everyone
at Chick-fil-A today, like other companies, is running at
110% capacity. So we really just said, ‘Let’s take some
transactional work and see if we can reduce that effort
to free up capacity in areas that need it most.’ And those
use cases were so successful that we were quickly able to
see the value that this could have in the business.”

“We really just said, ‘Let’s take
some transactional work and see
if we can reduce that effort to free
up capacity in areas that need it
most.’ And those use cases were
so successful that we were quickly
able to see the value that this
could have in the business.”

For treasury, the pilot use case was related to their cash
position, which Chick-fil-A had previously performed
manually in Excel. Chick-fil-A’s cash management team
had created multiple process efficiencies, but they were
ultimately gathering copious amounts of data and then
populating spreadsheets. While some of their banks had
application programming interfaces (APIs) that could be
leveraged to pull necessary inputs, others had not yet
explored this capability. Additionally, APIs or even using
a TMS required initial connection and ongoing support
from an IT team that was equally strapped for time, so
the treasury team stuck within technologies where they
had direct expertise.
Enter RPA. “We said, ‘What if we used a robot to pull
down all of our transactional and balance activity from
every single bank that we have?’ And then we can use
some tools to push that downstream so that at any
given time, we could have the cash position readily
available,” Felton said. “That initial value-add pilot
began to show everyone what RPA could do. Ultimately,
we created a new group to do specifically RPA in
financial services.”
RPA was also used to resolve reconciliation issues in
accounts payable (AP). “Chick-fil-A had an opportunity
to improve the efficiency of matching what we ordered
at our stores versus what we were invoiced. Initially,
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TREASURY ESSENTIALS continued

“In the simple scenario where the prior
day file reports a $1 million wire and we
thought it was going to be $900,000, the
cash manager will know through their
experience what explains that $100,000
difference and what to do about it.
Machine learning will learn from the
user’s manual reconciliation, so next
time it will reconcile those transactions
without human intervention.”

this was done more manually than we’d like to admit,
again via Excel,” she said. “But with RPA, we were able
to utilize a bot to identify variances and report the
discrepancies to our teams instead of them spending
valuable time on this research daily.”
Now with RPA, AP, treasury and all of financial
services have begun to see process efficiencies that are
freeing up teammates’ time to shift their focus towards
data-driven decisions.
Again, these may sound like problems that would
be easily solved with a treasury system. However, in
Chick-fil-A’s case, it made more sense to go a different
way. “Five years ago, we felt we were too small for a
TMS,” Felton said. “We just didn't have many banks.
Now we're seeing we have a need for that, but we've
found other ways around it because of our IT’s capacity
constraints. Due to our growth, IT’s time is focused,
rightfully so, on keeping the wheels on the bus for
existing systems and their changes. If we were to
implement a TMS, we’d get it stable and then turn
around and say, ‘We want to add another bank,’ or, ‘We
want to change tools.’ Our business is evolving faster
than the pace of current IT implementations.”
So RPA may be ideal for treasury departments that
want to connect disparate systems but don’t have the
bandwidth to support a TMS or an API. “If we had a
centralized data management platform that could help
12 I AFP Exchange Winter 2019

different systems talk to each other, as well as manage
documents in a better way across departments, then
we maybe we could use that instead,” Felton said. “But
in absence of that, and in absence of a TMS, RPA pairs
well with other things.”
Artificial intelligence and machine learning
A key limitation of RPA is that it is not actually
“intelligent.” RPA does what it is told. AI, in contrast,
uses machine learning so that it can essentially think for
itself. The software learns, without human intervention,
by analyzing data. It can be used to develop new rules,
instantly discover exceptions and build forecasts.
RPA is like an Excel macro; it is automation that
mimics what the user tells it to mimic, noted Bob
Stark, vice president of strategy for Kyriba. Treasury
management systems (TMS) and other types of
financial platforms don’t typically rely on RPA within
their product, but rather support their customers’ use
of robotic process to automate the interaction with
other systems. “Machine learning, on the other hand,
learns from the data that it receives within the treasury
system so has a natural role within a TMS,” he said.
But although AI has incredible potential to improve
many processes for treasury and finance, it also has
yet to catch on, wrote Jason Dobbs, senior manager,
and Kyle Olovson, CTP, senior consultant, both with

Actualize Consulting, in a recent AFP article. They
see this as irrational, particularly since humans have
the ability to only recognize a few patterns. Machines,
meanwhile, can pick up on patterns indefinitely.
AI use cases
There are many treasury use cases for AI, and even
more will likely be revealed as practitioners familiarize
themselves with the technology and what it can do.
AI and ML have incredible potential for cash
management and forecasting, particularly when
reconciling prior day bank files with yesterday’s
expected cash position. “This is one of the first cash
management processes performed each day,” Stark
said. “And for some organizations, the volume of
transactions is so big that it can take hours and multiple
people to do that reconciliation.”
ML can be used to identify and resolve those
discrepancies on its own. “In the simple scenario where
the prior day file reports a $1 million wire and we thought
it was going to be $900,000, the cash manager will know
through their experience what explains that $100,000
difference and what to do about it,” Stark said. “Machine
learning will learn from the user’s manual reconciliation,
so next time it will reconcile those transactions without
human intervention.”
But AI and ML can do more than detect anomalies—
they can recognize when an exception isn’t actually a
problem. For example, your company might make a
regular monthly payment to a supplier of approximately
$10,000. However, a recent payment made at the end
of the current month is $15,000. With rules-based
automation or even RPA, you likely have a payment
control that flags that 50% variance from the normal
monthly amount, quarantining that payment for further
review. But ML can recognize that this particular
payment is part of a larger pattern where the last
monthly payment in each quarter is substantially higher
than the average.
AI can also help treasury as it consolidates copious
amounts of data from ERP systems, TMS and other
bespoke sources when doing cash forecasting.
“Everyone cares about the accuracy in the end, but
the process to get there is quite cumbersome in most
cases—to get your hands on the data, then to mix all
the data, and to make something out of it that makes
sense,” said Nicolas Christiaen, CEO and co-founder of
Cashforce, who discussed AI and ML in an AFP 2019
session. “And then there are the people involved; you
don't want to have 60 people tripping over each other
to make that forecast.”

To create the forecast, treasury needs to consolidate
the data correctly to make sure it is getting the
right data sources from the TMS and ERP systems.
To improve the forecasting process for its clients,
Cashforce looks at historical GL (general ledger) data.
“We try to analyze the data historically to come up with
insights; if you augment on top of the data you already
have, you can make this smarter,” Christiaen said.
He added, as an example, that attempting to forecast
based on due dates for payments is pointless, as
customers rarely pay precisely when you require them
to. Hence why it is so important to look at the historical
trends and patterns, if available.
The final step in Cashforce’s process is what is called
its back-testing algorithm. Based again on historical
data, Christiaen’s team looks at how good a systembased forecast measures itself against the actuals.
“We’re trying to understand the historical deviation
of your system’s forecastable data versus the actuals
to come up with a segmented variance, and then
inject that on top of the current forecast,” he said. “To
summarize, I would say it’s using different smart data
sources and different smart algorithms, which will
optimize the accuracy of your forecast. With the backtesting algorithm, we’ve just scratched the surface, in
my opinion, of what we can potentially do.”
Taking the next step
According to the 2019 AFP Risk Survey, underwritten
by Marsh & McLennan Companies, fully 25 percent of
respondents said they use RPA, artificial intelligence and
blockchain in some capacity. Artificial intelligence and
machine learning have a leg up on RPA because the
software learns, without the need for human interaction.
RPA is essentially process decision-making, where is AI/
ML is data-driven decision-making. However, adopting
AI/ML requires more of a mind shift for many treasury
and finance departments to truly get on board with it.
Treasury and finance professionals may be
apprehensive about adopting any of these technolgies
because they fear they could lead to their jobs could
ultimately being phased out. But it is much more
likely their roles will simply need to evolve with the
technology. The more familiar they become with it, the
better off they’ll be.

Download Parts 1 and 2 of the AFP Executive Guide
to Emerging Technologies, underwritten by Kyriba, at
www.AFPonline.org/publications
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FP&A FORESIGHTS

GAME PLAN

The

Keys to implementing a planning system
BRYAN LAPIDUS, FP&A

T

he landscape of IT projects is littered with
failed implementations. Multiple estimates
put the failure rate between 30% and 60%
as measured by unmet goals, spend over budget,
significant delays, or just outright giving up on
the project. If you consider IT implementations
as part of a larger organizational transformation
effort, the statistics get more dire—McKinsey
research estimates a 70% failure rate on change
management efforts.
But we need to change. Constantly. The
accelerating rate of technology leads to
accelerated competition, and an accelerated
lifecycle for companies.
The latest FP&A guide is a two-part series that
focuses on technology change. The first part
explores the planning and reporting system,
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which is foundational to FP&A’s mission of
supporting business decisions by deploying
resources to the most efficient use. Getting it
right frees up time for value-added insights,
business partnering, and strategic work. The
right system enables the entire business to be
more agile in responding to the market.
AFP approached this broad topic by asking
the finance community about the key questions
they wrestled with during the design and
implementation of their planning tools. In this
way, it augments other research on this large and
well-researched field. Let’s start with the most
basic question: Why is this so hard?
The many moving parts increase complexity:
multiple stakeholders with different goals,
needs, availability, and capabilities; lack of an

enterprise approach and intentional roadmap;
an incomplete project vision; and poor change
management skills. However, our research shows
that IT implementations, such as adopting a new
planning system, are not about technology; they
are about integrating the people and data to
facilitate integrated business planning.
Your digital strategy
For FP&A to interact and contribute to the
company, its systems and data need to interact as
well. The following are questions to ask relating a
planning system to your digital strategy.
How does the system support my digitally
enabled finance and FP&A function?
This is the big picture question of creating a
department where people think digitally, have
advanced tools, and have processes designed to
optimize both. Ideally, this starts with a motivating
vision that turns into a roadmap, a high-level plan
that identifies the goal of the organization aided
by digital initiatives.
For example, a sample digital vision may read
like this: to increase the velocity of business
decision-making by increasing the speed
of generating insightful questions, analysis,
decisions, and actions. The planning system

is a digital initiative that is on this roadmap.
By sitting in the flow of business and data,
experts around the company can input data, and
transactional systems have necessary links to
automatically enter/update. The antithesis of this
is a planning system on an island.
Brian Mehr, FP&A, assistant vice president of
FP&A for Southern New Hampshire University,
explained an encompassing roadmap for his
organization: “Our CTO had a whole vision of
where we would be at Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier
3 technology. It was an outward-in process,
starting with what is the priority for the students/
customers, then what is the priority internally to
support them. That’s how we got our spot in line.”
The transformation to digital finance codifies
many of the mental models and brings
transparency to offline, “shadow” models and
forecasting. Bringing these into the larger
process flow can add velocity to the planning and
decision processes.
Implications & Actions: Create a long-term,
wholistic view of digital finance to help you define
what your finance organization delivers value,
explain why the planning system supports that
vision, and that constant upgrades and change
are expected.

Sample of a finance department-wide roadmap
VISION
To increase the velocity of business decision-making by increasing the speed of generating insightful questions,
analysis, decisions and actions.
PLAN
12-week effort to assess current situation, define future state and develop a deployment approach
WORKSTREAMS
Organizational
Design

Planning and
Forecasting
Process

Investment
Optimization
Process

• Which functions
can be consolidated
and centralized?

• Define a standard
process for entire
enterprise.

• Define a standard
end-to-end
process for entire
enterprise.

• Which functions
need to be more
closely aligned to
the business?

• Reduce bespoke
BU specific
processes.

• Clear up role
and responsibility
confusion between
Finance and
other groups.

Metrics
and
Reporting

Application
and Technology
Strategy

Data
Strategy

• Simplify the
reporting and
dashboarding.

• Select applications
to support
standard processes.

• Define a holistic
view of the data
required by Finance.

• Improve the
dimensionality.

• Determine the
right analytics
and dashboarding
tools.

• Leverage existing
assets, if possible.

• Standardize
definitions
across BU’s.

• Design a single
source of truth
that all groups.

ADAPT & INNOVATE
Search for new ways apply digitization, while maintain lookout for the next change opportunity!
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Sample of a tool-centric roadmap; the “Land and Expand” plan assumes enhancements after
initial implementation

Sustained Success and
Continuous Improvement

Vendor Evaluation
and Selection
Catalyst for
Change

Exploration and
Business Needs
Solution
Implementation

Enhancements
and Expanded
Capabilities

Start

What if a planning system is my digital
strategy?
If the previous question presents the ideal
of a vison and long-range plan, a sizeable
portion of the membership views the
deployment of the planning system as the
strategy itself. Frank Chou, FP&A, CTP, voiced
this approach; he joined H&T Nevada, a
small company with the mandate to improve
a broken planning process: “We needed
something that was as cheap as possible
and easy to implement as possible! We had
a short timeline given our budgeting cycle,
so this was a standalone project,” he said.
Even then, Chou still took the opportunity to
peer ahead with his system design: “It would
have been easy to just plan this system at our
company level, but we asked, ‘How are we
going to use this going forward, not just this
year?’ We thought about future use cases,
expanding this to the 20+ companies [in
our parent company portfolio], and built the
hierarchy for that.”

This can be a critical first step in
developing a strategy because the digital
benefits can create the platform for
further transformation. First, it forces you
to consider your data strategy, including
master data management—elements such as
unified common customer definitions, meta
data management, data structures like the
account dimension, organization dimension,
attributed, etc., and data governance, and
the process and people assigned to be the
guardians of the data. Second, it elevates
your entire team by learning to use more
sophisticated tools and demonstrating what
is possible.
Implications & Actions: The planning
system can be an effective start to your
digital finance organization if you envision a
multi-stage deployment that will grow and
add capabilities over time. Avoid the trap
of implementing a band-aid solution that
meets a short-term need only without an
option for growth.

For more insights, download both parts of the AFP Guide on Planning Systems, underwritten by Adaptive Insights,
at: www.AFPonline.org/publications-data-tools/reports/guides/fpa
Additionally, don’t miss FinNext 2020, March 15-17 in New Orleans. This FP&A-focused event will feature four case
studies on companies that have undergone digital transformations. Learn more at: dynamic.afponline.org/finnext
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What are CFOs constantly
thinking about?
How am I going to close my
department’s talent gap?

How will I make sure my
department’s up-to-date with
Digital Transformation?
AFP MINI-COURSE

LEAD WITH DATA

How do I make sure we are
an agile organization?

There’s a lot that CFOs and finance
departments need to think about.
AFP will be with them every step of the way.
Learn more at: AFPonline.org/FPAtopics
FP&A, Certified Corporate FP&A Professional and the FP&A logo are trademarks of the Association for Financial Professionals. © 11/19.

GLOBAL TREASURER

Target
Acquired
Treasury’s role in raising
bank acquisition finance

RIAAN BARTLETT, CTP
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G

iven the importance of an acquisition in the context of the broader
organization and the potential complexity it involves, treasury
should commit its best internal resources to handling it.
This article sets out the key aspects treasury must consider in arranging
and syndicating a bank acquisition facility. Treasury’s overall aim should be to:
• Enhance value, ensuring that the acquisition is completed in line with
the company’s strategy
• Maintain financial flexibility, negotiating a facility that does not place
overly onerous restrictions on management while it remains in place
• Optimize the balance sheet, syndicating and refinancing the facility
as quickly as possible and in line with the company’s optimal debt
maturity profile
• Manage relationships, treating banks fairly and maintaining
transparency with them throughout the process.
The process consists of six key steps.

1

Understand the transaction and the
company to be acquired (the target).
The transaction: Treasury needs a comprehensive
understanding of the acquisition rationale, as the
alignment between the transaction rationale and the
company strategy will give the stakeholders (e.g. banks,
ratings agencies) comfort, and this should benefit the
terms of the financing. Treasury also needs to understand
acquisition structure and regulatory environment, as this
will drive, in particular, the bank strategy.
The target: A thorough due diligence should be done on
the target company’s financial position, and in particular
its debt facilities, as change of control provisions can
have significant consequences if not properly managed.
The risk profile of the combined entity’s (‘Newco’) debt
maturity profile also must be considered.
Treasury also needs to assess the target company’s
banking group, as this permits the assessment of
potentially conflicted banks. These are banks that
have a relationship with both the acquiring and target
companies but may decide not to participate as a lender
in the facility (i.e., when the transaction is hostile). This
is critical in shaping the selected banking group to
support the acquisition facility, and it will also give an
early indication as to the likely financing execution risk,
especially if a very large facility is required.

2

Structure the acquisition facility.
The terms of the acquisition facility should be
structured in a way that maintains the company’s
operational and strategic flexibility, and should not
undermine the ability of the company to capture further
investment opportunities in the future.
First, treasury must determine when the facility
needs to be put in place (committed/signed). In the
absence of specific regulatory requirements, the board
can determine when funds must be committed. They
might take the view that having committed funds when
an offer is made can give them an advantage (e.g.,
against competing bidders), but the additional fees and
costs must be acceptable.

Next, treasury should consider the size of the
facility. This will be a function of the amount of cash
in the offer, the potential impact of the change of
control provisions, and the cash forecast (allowing
for contingencies and an increase in the offer price).
At this stage, treasury will not have access to the
target company’s internal forecast, therefore reliance
will have to be placed on its own estimates of the
target’s financial position or the best available public
information (e.g., broker notes).
Lastly, consider the structure of the facility. The
amount, tenor and terms of each tranche will be
driven by the size of the facility, as well as lender
considerations, in particular the perceived ability to
successfully syndicate and refinance the facility. The
incentive should be to refinance quickly—this would
typically mean higher fees for shorter tenors and lower
fees for longer tenors. Keep in mind that longer tenors
may improve refinancing risk but will inevitably mean
more onerous provisions (covenants).

3

Engage the credit rating agencies.
Treasury should engage the rating agencies as early as
is practical, probably after the board has endorsed the
transaction. The aim is to get as much possible clarity
from the agencies on what the credit rating of Newco is
likely to be, as this will impact the terms and conditions
of the facility and the supporting loan documentation, as
well as the bank and syndication strategies.
Having this visibility becomes more important if
the expectation is that the acquisition will be credit
negative to the acquiring company, as the banks will
perceive this as increasing the execution risk.
The rating agencies may, however, not be prepared to
provide a firm view on the rating outcome, due to their
own internal policies. For example, if the acquisition
is hostile, they may be prepared to only have informal
discussions, giving only a hypothetical view of the
likely rating outcome. The best outcome in terms of
certainty provided will be if the rating agency’s advisory
service give a formal opinion. This will probably only be
achievable if the acquisition is friendly.
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4

Develop the bank strategy.
Treasury needs to decide on which banks to invite
to be part of the facility, and in what capacity. The
right advisor and mandated lead arranger(s) will
contribute significantly towards a successful strategy. If
a relationship model is followed (with the banks), then
ensuring a fair spread of business between the banks
will be a key driver in the selection process.
Prior to making a commitment to participate as a
lender, banks will want to be comfortable with the
credit of Newco, and will also want to fully understand
the terms of the transaction. Treasury will provide the
required information in the Information Memorandum,
a document which normally requires an extensive
verification process.
A bank is more likely to provide acquisition support if:
• The deal dynamics are supportive (i.e., there is
credit rating certainty, stable market conditions,
a short hold period, an acceptable return, and an
acceptable likely level of ancillary business)
• A positive view is held of management’s credibility
(i.e., management has a proven track record of
commitment to financial policies and a strong
relationship exist with the company)
• The bank’s internal position is supportive (i.e., not
conflicted, and the commitment is not too large for
its balance sheet).

5

Negotiate and agree on the facility
documentation.
It is desirable (if not a regulatory requirement), to
launch the transaction on the back of (largely) agreed
documentation. Usually the key commercial issues
and legal principles will be agreed first, typically in the
term sheet. This will be followed by negotiating the
final, detailed documentation. Various letters will also
be exchanged (e.g. mandate, commitment letters and
side-letters).
The acquisition facility documentation drivers will:
• Ensure smooth execution of the deal, so that the
availability period to draw down funds allows for
sufficient time to meet all approvals and eventually
a squeeze-out of minorities (more problematic if it
is a hostile transaction).
• Preserve financial flexibility by minimizing
restrictions on operations. This will ensure carveouts exist for mandatory prepayments provisions
(manage cash flows with as much freedom as
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possible), and for negative pledge and permitted
subsidiary indebtedness provisions (flexibility to
pursue projects and issue secured debt if required).
• Manage the liquidity and refinancing risk. Pay
special attention to change of control and cross
acceleration provisions in the target’s debt facilities,
as it (if not waived) can have adverse cash
consequences; there should be sufficient headroom
and grace periods before a financial covenant is
breached and becomes an event of default.
• Ensure that the company can reasonably adhere
to all the provisions. Be wary of unreasonable
(repeating) representations and warranties.

6

Develop and execute the syndication and
refinancing strategy.
In developing these strategies, the company should:
leverage from long-term relationships with its banks,
minimize leak risk by dealing with a reduced number
of banks at an early stage, avoid unnecessary costs,
and aim to reduce the bank’s exposure as quickly as
possible (by shortening any possible underwriting
window and accelerating the syndication).
Syndication: An important issue to consider is whether
the facility must be underwritten, or not. It may have
to be if, for example, it is a very large facility that has to
be in place when the offer is made (due to regulatory
requirements or a board decision). An underwritten
facility is not required if, for example, the bank’s
aggregate funding hold levels exceed the required facility
amount. In this instance, treasury can self-arrange the
facility and proceed directly to syndication.
Refinancing: Following syndication, the aim should be
to refinance the facility as quickly as possible (subject
to market conditions) in order to get rid of potentially
onerous provisions, enable the company to optimize its
debt maturity profile, and cancel the bank’s exposure.
Conclusion
In summary, acquisition financing can be one of the
most challenging aspects of treasury’s role—but it is
also one of the most rewarding. By delivering a complex
acquisition facility in line with—or even exceeding—
management’s expectations, treasury’s importance as a
business partner can be greatly enhanced.
Riaan Bartlett, CTP, is a finance and treasury executive
based in Pretoria, South-Africa

PAYMENTS

Smarter

Things
American PowerNet launches
smart contracts solution
JOHN HINTZE

E

nergy producers typically get paid more than
30 days after supplying electricity, and once it is
used there’s nothing to go back and repossess.
That risk has required producers to seek letters of credit
(LOCs) from their banks to act as collateral, adding to
transaction costs.

PAYMENTS continued
“The whole energy industry is
papered up, often two or three
times over,” said Scott Helm,
CEO of American PowerNet
(APN), a Wyomissing, PA-based
power-supply company providing
wholesale and retail services.
The obvious solution is for
energy producers to receive
payments as soon as possible. To
enable that, APN has been testing
a blockchain solution as a part of a
new digital platform called Verde
Blocks that the energy company
has developed to facilitate power
sellers and buyers finding one
another and make payments in
practically real-time.
Verde Blocks
Unlike other payment
solutions based on blockchain
technology, it does not use volatile
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin
and Ethereum. However, it provides
many of blockchain technology’s
benefits, including enabling
transactions to occur automatically
via so-called smart contracts on
a 24x7x365 basis and in a highly
secure and transparent manner.
APN’s payment solution
is powered by New Yorkheadquartered Signature Bank’s
Signet platform, in which each
“Signet” represents $1 held in a
deposit account at the bank. APN
signed on to the Signet platform
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“On that delivery date the smart contact
will start to execute, confirming delivery
and transferring money from buyer to
seller on a daily basis.”
last December and has been
testing it as part of its digital Verde
Blocks platform, enabling the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
to pay the Lancaster County Solid
Waste Management Authority for
power produced by its water-topower facility.
Ultimately, Verde Blocks will
enable large power users to post
the amount of energy they need
over a certain time period, and
renewable-energy producers to
bid for that contract, the terms
of which will be incorporated in a
Signet smart contract. The smart
contract will then automatically
confirm delivery of the power and
execute payments for it over that
period, providing a transparent and
immutably time-stamped record to
the parties involved.
Helm said that a current APN
client, a large university, anticipates
using Verde Blocks soon to seek
the first bid to fulfill its power
needs, with delivery starting at
the beginning of 2020. “On that
delivery date the smart contact will

start to execute, confirming delivery
and transferring money from buyer
to seller on a daily basis,” he said.
Minimizing risks and costs
Although some corporate finance
executives may view blockchain
technology as risky, APN describes
the service as a digital tool tied
to the dollar. In addition, power
producers must open accounts
with Signature Bank, which vets
them and applies know-yourcustomer (KYC) rules and other
security requirements. “This brings
up customers’ comfort level
relatively quickly,” Helm said.
He added that an additional
carrot for sellers is explaining that
opening an account will enable
transactions to settle daily using
Verde Blocks, but otherwise APN
will sweep payments only once
every 30 days.
Power buyers, on the other hand,
typically prefer waiting as long as
possible to make payments. It’s
those delays, however, that result
in power producers adopting

LOCs and other risk-management
tools, significant costs that can be
reduced or eliminated when the
payments are settled immediately
over Verde Blocks. That should
enable power producers to lower
the prices for buyers.
“There’s an education process
there. As buyers better understand
the cost of paying later versus right
away, we expect more companies
will adopt the strategy,” Helm said,
noting that APN customers include
large companies, universities and
government entities.
In addition, power buyers don’t
have to open an account with
Signature Bank, since they’re
actually paying APN as the
supplier. Verde Blocks populates
digital wallets assigned to them
with their payments, which are
then passed on to producers via
the Signet blockchain.
Evolution
The strategy behind Verde Blocks
is to accommodate a quickly
evolving energy industry, which
once was highly centralized among
large nuclear-, coal- and natural
gas-fired power plants, and now
includes many more wind, hydro
and solar plants. “Many companies
have pledged to be 100% green in
the next 10 years, but they still want
to buy competitively priced power,”
Helm said.

Verde Blocks’ use of blockchain
and smart contracts for payments
is especially appropriate in the
energy industry, Helm said, because
the product doesn’t require
physical inspection and customers
purchase power repetitively. In
addition, independent system
operators (ISOs) act as third parties
controlling power systems in
specific regions, and Verde Blocks
can confirm with them daily that
the agreed-upon power generation
has passed through the system.
“When the two parties have
reached an agreement, the power
generator schedules the delivery of
power into the ISO, and the smart
contract confirms that the power
has been delivered,” Helms said.
Broader implications
Scott Shay, Signature Bank’s
chairman, said that other industries
that have expressed interest in
Signet include cargo shipment
companies that engage in
thousands of small transactions, as
well as companies that sell digital
products. Signature Bank declined
to comment further on new or
potential customers.
Cryptocurrencies such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum use public
blockchains, in which anyone
can join and there’s no central
authority. Signature Bank is Signet’s
central authority, determining

who can join the network, and it
can correct or otherwise change
problematic transactions. Shay
said that the bank has yet to make
such changes, but it if did they
would be “completely transparent,”
since everything is recorded and
timestamped on the blockchain.
The bank’s Signet platform was
developed by Tassat, a New Yorkbased fintech that has also built a
platform to trade digital currencybased derivatives, as well as
reference rates for bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies. CEO Thomas
Kim said that the firm is developing
API functionality that will permit
the clients of banks using Tassat’s
core payment offering, like the
Signet platform, to process high
volumes of payments faster and
more efficiently. He added that
companies’ needs and workflows
around payments and treasury
management have become more
complex as their businesses grow,
prompting them to ask their banks
for access to APIs that allow them
to integrate their proprietary
payment and treasury systems with
the bank’s.
“The API enables our bank
partners to deliver more banking
as a service (BaaS) to their
corporate clients, where they can
work together to solve for more
sophisticated payment workflows
and needs,” Kim said.
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RISK

ANDREW DEICHLER

What's Your

Game Plan?
Treasury needs to have a strategy for cybersecurity

D

ata, cyber and identity controls are top priorities for corporate treasury and finance
professionals. What do practitioners need to consider when working with their team,
their banks and their technology partners when attempting to protect themselves?

At AFP 2019, Stacy Rosenthal, senior vice president and head of payments product for

Santander and Bob Stark, vice president of strategy for Kyriba, joined the AFP Conversations
podcast to discuss practical approaches to strengthening cybersecurity, focusing on three fronts:
people, processes and tools. The following is an excerpt of that interview.
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with partners and vendors. And that's where
working with organizations like Kyriba is
so critical. Whatever the threat may be,
whatever the concern is, make sure that there's
awareness, understanding and a plan.
Andrew Deichler: Bob, on that note, you
work with corporate treasury and finance
professionals. Are you seeing any kind of
a change as these new threats come? Are
you working closer than you ever have
before with your clients? They are obviously
relying on you more than they have in the
past, when installed treasury management
systems were the norm. Now, their
technology partners are the ones heading up
a lot of that technical support.

Andrew Deichler: So let's start with the top
cyberthreats to corporates today. What types
of attacks do each of you see as the biggest
threats specifically to corporate treasury and
finance? Is it ransomware, is it business email
compromise scams, man-in-the-browser—or
some combination?
Stacy Rosenthal: I think it's a combination
thereof, dependent upon the industry or the
type of organization, they may see one attack
more than the other. However, what's top
of mind for corporate treasurers is to make
sure that they mitigate internal and external
risks and to do so, it's important to work
in collaboration internally, to have the right
policies, procedures and tools, and externally

Bob Stark: It's a very good question. I'd like
to piggyback on what Stacy was saying;
awareness is heightened. Now it's heightened
because you look at everything; you look at
the AFP Payments Fraud Survey and every
year, the percentage is a little bit higher in
terms of the type of fraud attempts that are
happening. So CFOs, CIOs, CTOs—the C-level
across the organization—recognize that
there are significant threats not just around
payments. Certainly, that's what's within
the CFO's remit, and they recognize that
there are controls you can put in place to do
something about that. But like Stacy said,
awareness is important. That's something
that's changed quite a bit in the past five to
10 years. Ten years ago, we weren't talking
about this. Five years ago, we were sort of
talking about it, but with a vagueness—not
really appreciating exactly what was going
on so that we could put ourselves in a
position to protect against that.
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Andrew Deichler: Yes; when we had the
Target breach, that felt like the breach heard
around the world. It felt like the C-suite
really woke up to these threats. But one
issue that corporate treasury and finance
professionals have is getting buy-in for
technology projects. It’s not always easy to
convince somebody at the top, "I need this
technology for treasury." But for this topic
specifically, with all this recognition going on
in the C-suite, do you feel that it's easier for
treasury professionals to get that buy-in?
Bob Stark: Well, what I would say is that it's
the collaboration that Stacy was mentioning
a few moments ago—that's what's critical.
Treasury on their own always will struggle
with proving that value to be a priority in the
budget cycle. And that's always been the
case. Whether you're talking about liquidity,
whether you're talking about currency
volatility, whether you're talking about
payments fraud and cybercrime, there's
always going to be a struggle to show exactly
what the quantitative ROI is going to be. But
treasury is not facing payments fraud alone.
And so it’s the CFO who sees this across
other workflows, and it's part of the CIO's
remit, who typically own the ERP, where a
lot of these payment controls originate from.
So it's collaboration that needs to happen in
order to free up the funds to fight it.
Stacy Rosenthal: And it's technology coupled
with people and process. So it is a board
level conversation—the concern about cyber,
data security and fraud—and the internal and
external ways to mitigate these things. But
it's also making sure that that conversation
that happens with the CIO and the CISO is
not only about treasury, but about protecting
the enterprise and having the appropriate
checklist, standard operating procedures and
change management. So it's not only about
taking the best of technology and making
sure that you have the right entitlements,
the right access management and the right
technology partners to work with. But what
are you doing with that technology? Are you
actually utilizing the tools that are available to
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you to be able to configure it in a way that
makes sense for your business?
Do you have policies and procedures to
manage your day-to-day so you're not caught
flatfooted if something goes wrong? That's
why it's so important to understand your
current environment and to work with the
resources that you have at the helm. Also,
talk to your peers, talk to your technology
providers, talk to your banks, so we can all
partner together. It's definitely a team sport,
it's not an individual participant game here.
Andrew Deichler: Sure. And so, Stacy,
when meeting with your treasury clients,
are you seeing them be more proactive
now? Are they taking those steps, so that
they're not just reacting when they get
attacked? Are they making sure that they
insulate themselves so that they don't get
attacked in the first place?
Stacy Rosenthal: I think there are a lot
more questions being asked about what's
available. There’s more interest in attending
educational sessions and webinars,
and having active discussions. The RFP
landscape has changed. There's not only
a section on security but more interest in
understanding the various controls, and
then what they should be thinking of and
who they should have at the table. Before, it
was a discussion where you'd be speaking

to the business team and then they'd invite
their technology team, or technology would
be speaking without the business. Now, it's
truly a partnership across the organization,
and it's not always with a banking partner.
It's the banking partner, the corporate
treasury team, as well as the technology
provider, if there is one. They are asking
great questions, and they're also inquiring
about what they should be asking. What
don't they know? How do they get better at
it? And what's changing?
I had heard from a corporate practitioner
that when it was check payments, they had
more understanding of what the landscape
was and how to manage it and the tools that
were available to them. Now we're going
through yet another digital transformation,
and we have this concept of payments
everywhere and the cloud and APIs. It's less
comfortable for corporates to know what they
don't know. It's like, "What should I be asking?
Who should I be asking this of?”
Bob Stark: I would add to that there
are people that are bringing examples
because they're trying to understand, "Is
this something that could affect me?" And

they don't know what they don't know, so
that's an excellent point. When they are
asking those questions, they're trying to
be proactive. They're taking a hypothetical
scenario or a real-life example that happened
to someone else and they're asking, "How
does this not happen to me?" And that is a
collaborative type of conversation. Treasury
will have had that conversation with the CTO,
with the CIO, with the CSO to ensure that
they are internally asking the right questions
around their own network. But they're trying
to create a resilience that all they know is this
has happened to other people, and it could
be as simple as there may be a controller in
a different part of the world, maybe it's in
Europe or Asia or Latin America, that had
some privileges that maybe they shouldn't
have had.
Or it's some sort of breakdown in controls
or policy that allowed a payment to be
initiated and approved by not as many
people as should have been doing that. And
as a result, you create a scenario where that
standardization, that consistency of controls
that Stacy was talking about, doesn't happen.
And sometimes it's as simple as that.

This episode of the AFP Conversations podcast was sponsored by Santander. The full interview is available
at www.AFPonline.org/ideas-inspiration/discussions/afp-conversations-podcast/
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AFP 2019: PINNACLE AWARD GRAND PRIZE

EXTREME
MAKEOVER
To change with the times,
Hyundai Capital America
overhauled its capital structure
STAFF WRITERS

T

he auto industry was changing, and Hyundai Capital
America (HCA) knew it needed to change too if it wanted to
keep pace. To meet these challenges, HCA overhauled its
capital structure. In the end, HCA’s solution was so innovative that
it won the AFP 2019 Pinnacle Grand Prize for excellence in treasury
and finance.
Looking around the bend
Following nearly a decade of rapid growth, HCA's balance sheet
had expanded dramatically, with a significant reliance on debt. This
had stretched HCA's capital structure towards to the upper limits of
its internal targets. Additionally, heavy reliance on secured funding
limited its amount of unencumbered assets and reduced operational
flexibility, since plain vanilla assets were required to be pledged. The
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growth HCA experienced had similarly limited the
accumulation of excess liquidity, hindering HCA's
ability to prepare for cash flow contingencies.
HCA realized that it needed to overhaul its capital
and liquidity strategy if it wanted to remain relevant
in a smart mobility future. Asset-backed or secured
funding reduces an organization's ability to innovate
and constrains operational flexibility. The auto
industry has changed substantially in recent years,
with increased ride share, autonomous driving and
electrification—therefore, a financial strategy that
didn't allow for innovation was not a viable option.
Major innovations
Uniquely, HCA’s finance department was where
the innovation began, having been given the role of
directing overall strategy. The team determined that
its best option was a radical transformation of its
capital structure and liquidity profile, one that would
position HCA for market force disruptions. Finance
significantly reduced its leverage, which provided
a stronger capital cushion and more flexibility to
pursue new revenue opportunities. The finance team
also reduced asset encumbrance and increased its
unsecured borrowing capacity to prepare for future
market changes and the next eventual downturn.

“Our dramatically strengthened
financial profile is enabling
the commercial side of the
business to lean into the
industry changes rather than
resist and risk obsolescence.”

As a finance business, HCA’s funding cost
competitiveness is imperative. Throughout this
transitional period, the finance team was able to
maintain that competitive edge through innovative
bank and investor sourcing, as well as strong
marketing. “Our dramatically strengthened financial
profile is enabling the commercial side of the
business to lean into the industry changes rather than
resist and risk obsolescence,” said Charley Yoon,
treasurer for Hyundai Capital America.
Recapitalizing the business involving three key
goals: supporting companywide efforts to enhance
profitability, arguing for a fresh equity injection, and
proposing an innovative financing move that consisted
of selling assets (a residual sale) to strengthen the
balance sheet. These initiatives reduced HCA’s debt to
equity leverage by 2.5x over six quarters.
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as most of HCA’s competitors were introducing
shorter tenor revolving facility tranches in order
to get banks to refinance their overall facilities.
“The dramatic reduction in our leverage
demonstrated a strengthened financial profile,
which helped reduce our borrowing costs through
minimal credit spread concessions charged by
lenders,” Yoon said.
HCA’s new funding flexibility enabled the frontend of the business to pursue new and innovative
products, including auto finance subscription/
bundles, partnerships with mobility/ride-share
providers, used vehicle financing, longer-term
loans, and eContracting.

Ranjana Clark of MUFG presents the Pinnacle Grand Prize
to Charley Yoon of Hyundai Capital America.

Growing HCA’s unsecured funding mix required
intensive marketing efforts, which meant going
around the world to expand the company’s
network of senior unsecured bond investors.
Finance also upsized HCA’s commercial paper
(CP) program by 30% to $3 billion, and targeted
incremental investors through tradeshows, investor
conferences and in-person meetings.
Finance also changed its U.S. bond issuance
format by beginning its bond borrowing during
Asia market hours, and then following the sun
to Europe and carrying on into the U.S. market.
While this doubled HCA’s borrowing hours, it
also exposed the company to higher market risk.
Key outcomes
HCA’s funding flexibility increased
exponentially. Unencumbered assets grew by
more than $4 billion, and secondary liquidity in
its senior unsecured bonds and CP improved
with their larger outstanding balances. HCA’s
unsecured funding mix increased by 13 percentage
points to over 60%. Additionally, the rating
agency implied rating for HCA’s capital adequacy
improved by four full notches.
Finance shifted over $1 billion of annual debt
maturities out of the overcrowded summer
months, and upsized and extended the maturity
on its largest committed revolving credit facility
to $4 billion. This was particularly significant,
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Pinnacle Award
The Pinnacle Grand Prize, sponsored by MUFG
(Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group), was presented
to HCA before the opening keynote at AFP 2019
in Boston.
“AFP is honored to recognize Hyundai Capital
America’s contribution,” said Jim Kaitz, president
and chief executive of AFP. “As disruption
continues, Hyundai Capital America’s solution
embodies the innovative spirit required to advance
the treasury and finance profession.”
MUFG donated $10,000 to the charity of HCA’s
choice, Children’s Hospital of Orange County,
which specializes in pediatric care. The hospital
has a pediatric residency program, as well as the
Children’s Heart, Neuroscience, Orthopedic, and
Hyundai Cancer Institute.
Ranjana Clark, Head of Global Transaction
Banking, Head of Transaction Banking Americas,
and Bay Area President for MUFG, hosted the
ceremony. “MUFG is proud to partner with the AFP
in recognizing companies for their advancements in
treasury and finance,” Clark said. “Hyundai Capital
America’s entry highlights how an innovative
approach can evolve the way companies conduct
business. We congratulate Hyundai Capital America
on receiving the Pinnacle Award and we are pleased
to support their charity, Children’s Hospital of
Orange County, in serving the community.”
The runners-up for the Pinnacle Award were
Baird and Expedia Group. Along with Hyundai
Capital America, these organizations were
selected as finalists for their innovative solutions
that demonstrated increased revenue, reduced
risk, enhanced productivity, saved costs, or
improved quality.

Do you have
what it takes to:
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AFP 2019: ROBIN ROBERTS

Everybody’s
Got Something
MADELINE CANNON

At AFP 2019, Robin Roberts
delivered a powerful
message of perseverance

I

n a moment of national anguish, breaking down and crying on
live national television, Robin Roberts believed she would surely
be fired. But surprisingly, the opposite happened. In a keynote
address at AFP 2019, the Good Morning America host explained
how being temporarily overtaken by her emotions on air ended up
being a pivotal moment in her broadcasting career. She suddenly
understood her strength—her mess.
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Position yourself
Roberts had always been a planner. She
practiced tennis with the plan to one day
arrive on the floor of Wimbledon, but at 5’10”,
she quickly found herself on the basketball
team. But just because the plan changed did
not mean Roberts stopped planning. Her new
goal was to earn a basketball scholarship,
which would enable her to eventually earn
her degree and go into sports broadcasting.
“I was positioning myself; I was dreaming big
but focusing small,” Roberts said.

“There are no risks;
there are only chances,”
said Roberts. “It takes
courage to believe the
best is yet to come.”

After putting in the dedication, which
included working as a DJ at a country music
station on the weekends just so she could
cover play-by-plays for high school, all her
planning and positioning brought Roberts the
job she long desired—working as a broadcast
journalist for ESPN. She had positioned
herself to not only succeed in achieving her
career goals, but also to realize her childhood
dream of making it to Wimbledon—only as a
reporter instead of as a player.

After a 15-year stint at ESPN, Robin
Roberts eventually decided to take on a
new challenge, and joined Good Morning
America. Not long after joining the beloved
morning show, she found herself in the Gulf
Coast reporting on Hurricane Katrina. She
had lost communication with her family, who
lived in the area. Fortunately, right before
going live on air, she had found out that they
were alright. When her co-anchor back in
the studio asked about her family, Roberts,
overwhelmed by it all, Roberts began crying
tears of relief.
Crying on camera brought Roberts her
greatest life lesson: the things that weigh
on us do not have to be a detriment to your
growth. Instead of being fired, Roberts
received an overwhelmingly positive response
to her authenticity. It was Robert’s ah-ha
moment. “Make your mess your message,
everybody’s got something,” she said. “The
tragedy is not understanding why it was
placed in our path.”
That is Roberts’ message for not only your
career, but for your life. Position yourself for
success, but when that positioning doesn’t
quite land you where you want to be, seek to
understand why.
Expect the best
Every treasury and finance professional
has something going on—be it a personal
or professional struggle, or both. We should
not be so concerned with our differences
per se, but with what we find in common.
Because regardless of having these different
life moments—at different times—at some
point we have all come to understand
sadness, heartbreak, joy, or love. These are
the universal messages that we can relate to,
individually grow from, and build on together.
“There are no risks; there are only chances,”
said Roberts. “It takes courage to believe the
best is yet to come.”
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AFP 2019: PAYMENTS SYMPOSIUM

Catching

FIRE

Will real-time payments catch
on with corporate treasury?

C

orporate treasury professionals have generally been interested
in faster and real-time payments, but many still look at it as
a nice-to-have, largely because they don’t necessarily feel

they need the capability right now. A panel at the AFP 2019 Payments
Symposium, sponsored by Nacha, looked at the struggle that faster
payments have had in the United States and attempted to gauge
whether greater adoption is imminent.
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ANDREW DEICHLER

“We allow the customer to decide. They may not
want or need it faster, but we leave it up to them.”

The roundtable discussion began with a look at several key
points in the 2019 AFP Electronic Payments Survey. First, the
study found that the speed of settlement is becoming more
important to treasury and finance professionals. Additionally,
respondents identified possible uses cases, like last minute
bill payments, and emergency payroll. But while the survey
found many potential use cases for faster/real-time payments,
there is still a question of whether corporates have serious
plans to put them into action.
Faster payments adoption
Nacha’s Same Day ACH system has seen growth but
it’s still very early on in the process, noted Michael Herd,
senior vice president of Nacha. Same Day ACH payments
are projected to hit about 250 million this year, bring its
total to about 500 million since the service launched in
late 2016. “That’s about 1% of total ACH volume,” he said.
“We’re very optimistic about future growth, but I think it’s
kind of indicative of where we are in the industry. Looking
at the overall picture for Same Day, as well as faster and
real-time payments, it’s still in its infancy.
However, Same Day is likely to see more adoption once
the $25,000 threshold increases to $100,000 in March
2020. This has been a key barrier that has kept many
treasury professionals from using the service. Nacha is
also planning to increase the hours for Same Day ACH the
following year, which may make it even more appealing to
corporate practitioners.
As for real-time payments adoption, The Clearing
House’s Real Time Payments (RTP) Network has been
in effect since 2017, though it has struggled to gain
mass adoption. Like Same Day ACH, it also has a
$25,000 payment limit, though that is slated to increase.
Additionally, the Federal Reserve is launching its own
real-time payment and settlement service called FedNow.
However, there’s a question of how well RTP and FedNow
will be able to work together.

2019 AFP®

ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS
SURVEY REPORT
Comprehensive Findings

Use cases
David Tao, head of payments and treasury for Gusto,
noted that part of the problem real-time has had catching
on en masse is because both corporates and consumers
have yet to find one particular use case where real-time
fits in every instance. “It’s not about a single use,” he said.
“It’s about optionality.”
However, Tao has observed a demand for real-time,
particularly when he was still with Uber. Many Uber
drivers sought to be paid immediately, which resulted in
Uber’s AFP 2018 Pinnacle Award winning daily payments
solution, Instant Pay. Additionally, some of the smaller
restaurants that Uber Eats works with were requesting
to be payment in real-time because they have cash flow
issues. “They push to get paid faster so they can keep
stocking their inventory,” he said.
One area where faster and real-time payments have
found a home is in B2C payments for insurance companies.
Lynn Cirrincione, director of treasury, cash and banking
operations for Allstate Insurance Co., explained how,
after Hurricane Katrina, her organization realized they
couldn’t send checks to victims who were no longer in the
New Orleans area. This ultimately led to Allstate making
immediate payouts to its customers. That solution also won
a Pinnacle Award in 2017.
However, these payments aren’t mandatory; Allstate will
still send checks if that’s what customers prefer. “We allow
the customer to decide,” she said. “They may not want or
need it faster, but we leave it up to them.”
And that’s essentially where faster payments are right
now. Organizations and consumers are interested in the
service, and some would willingly use it for every payment.
But as long as there are options out there and no government
mandates like SEPA in the EU and Faster Payments in the UK,
businesses will continue to only use the service when and
where it makes sense. As such, that could mean that mass
adoption in the U.S. may take a long time.

Download the 2019 AFP Electronic Payments Survey, underwritten by
J.P. Morgan, at: www.AFPonline.org/epayments

Underwritten by
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AFP 2019: FP&A ROUNDTABLES

MOVING

UP

on

FP&A professionals discuss
the difficulties of climbing
the technology ladder
BRYAN LAPIDUS, FP&A

C

orporate practitioners shared stories of
frustration and success at moving up
the technology ladder during an FP&A
Roundtable at AFP 2019, sponsored by IBM on
behalf of QueBIT. Increasing your capabilities is
essential, but execution is hard.
“We have tried three major IT projects in finance
and achieved nothing,” said one frustrated FP&A
professional. “How are you getting it done?”
In this peer-mentoring session, the group
provided many useful takeaways for each other.
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Tailor your digital roadmap to your situation.
• The roadmap may be focused on a single tool that
needs to be implanted between budget cycles, or
broad in view, as members referenced the AFP
2019 educational session detailing American
Express’ seven-year transformation journey.
• In designing your roadmap, interview your
stakeholders to see what they need and design
for that functionality; it also serves to build
supporting allies around the company.
• “Change fatigue” from successive
implementations can dull the motivation of the
best employees; the roadmap can combat this by
showing progress towards a goal.
• It may be useful to build your own roadmap
due to a limited view of market options; outside
consultants can guide the discussions to
navigate different technologies, vendors and the
vision process.
• To help win support for your plan, consider
showing how easy it is to ask FP&A a question,
but how hard it is to get the answer in the
current system.
Work closely with IT.
• In the best case, finance can have a tight
partnership with IT.
- “Two in a box” leadership describes a project
where ownership responsibility exists with
both functions, and both leaders have their
name in a box on top of the project org chart.
- You may even be able to have an IT
relationship partner embedded in finance.
One participant reported that they hired their
own IT person to sit in finance with a dotted
line back to the IT.
• In a counter example, the IT team was focused on
delivering services to external customers rather
than internal teams. In this case, the finance team
chose cloud solutions where they controlled the
administration of the SaaS software.
• In all cases, cultivate a strong relationship with
IT project managers, who can translate business
requirements to technical requirements.

“We have tried three major
IT projects in finance and
achieved nothing. Are you
getting it done?”

Uncover, hire or rent your enthusiasts.
• Many people at the roundtable reported that they
“uncovered” people with tech skills or aptitudes
that were not obvious, in use, or realized. Often
a good project will attract or transform staff
members and can redirect an employee’s career
in exciting ways.
• It’s a good idea to hire finance people
with a “tendency towards technology,” as
demonstrated through interview aptitude
questions, experience with APIs, SQL, and
building structured data tables.
• Some FP&A departments may opt to outsource
rather than hire; assess the situation and use
your best judgment. “If we have some work to
be done and are going to need the skill for the
three years, we will hire or train for it; otherwise,
we use consultants,” explained one practitioner.
This keeps the employees motivated because
they are developing forward-looking skills.
Train up your boss.
• Several practitioners reported that their digitization
efforts stopped at the CFO, who would not
understand, trust or use the new technology.
• Remember that executives are also afraid of
appearing dumb or unaware, so consider private
training sessions, sharing “tips” as a euphemism
for training, or send them offsite classes to get
them onboard.
• Mainstream the use of technology in meetings
and regular operations so that the new
technology is routinized.
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AFP 2019: RANA EL KALIOUBY

Trust the

PROCESS
Rana el Kaliouby
builds AI we can trust
MADELINE CANNON

H

umans are not fans of change. When something in our environment changes, we often
push back. It’s not the advancement we fear, but the unknown that comes with it. Rana
el Kaliouby, co-founder and CEO of Affectiva, knows all too well the fear that people have
toward innovation, and she provided AFP 2019 attendees with her insight in the AFP MindShift
keynote address, sponsored by Capital One Commercial Banking.

Overcoming the fear
El Kaliouby noted that the topic of artificial intelligence (AI) generates a palpable tension in the air. Most
of us have heard the horror stories of bots becoming biased in under 24 hours of operation and we have all
been fed the Hollywood narrative that robots are going to one day take over our lives. In terms of dealing
with AI, the fear we experience stems from a lifetime of being presented the worst-case scenarios.
She’s on a mission to change that. “I want to bring emotions back into our digital experiences.” el
Kaliouby said. “I want to build AI that we can trust, and it can trust us.” The world her children are
growing up in is radically different from the life she had growing up; the future is on a one-way track
toward a technologically integrated society that we seem less and less in control of.
Accepting that we will be unable to reject AI, el Kaliouby has set out to dismantle the fear that
older generations have toward robotic advancement and create a bridge toward the positivity and
hope younger generations experience due to being born in a digital world.
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As the future looks increasingly complex, el Kaliouby doesn’t let fear win. “We’re building these
technologies; they’re not suddenly going to take over the world.” She’s pushing back against the
shadowy narrative of AI with her work—a new social contract between AI and humans. It revolves
around ethics, being human centric, dismantling known and unknown biases from the development
stage to the end product, and establishing a code of integrity that safeguards emotional intelligence
AI from certain fields that could abuse it.
Finding hope
Financial professionals could take a page or two from el Kaliouby’s playbook. As AI becomes
increasingly interwoven into treasury and finance technology, how can practitioners make sure that
they are combatting the worst-case scenarios? As el Kaliouby suggests, by pushing past fear and
finding hope in the unknown.
Emotional intelligence AI brings a world of possibilities to the treasury and finance world, from
enhancing the consumer-product experience, to conducting international business more efficiently,
to better understanding emotion-based decisions inherent to financial actions. As this profession
continually relies on digital processes, we must incorporate the integrity and commitment that el
Kaliouby has demonstrated by working toward a future that is ethical, so that the world we leave
behind is one future generations can trust.
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AFP 2019: AFP AWARE

AFP
Aware
Community Service Day
STAFF WRITERS
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F

or the tenth year in a row, AFP and BBVA teamed up for AFP Aware Community Service Day. Nearly
70 treasury and finance professionals arrived at AFP 2019 early on Sunday morning, to give back to
the community of Boston.
“It is inspiring to be a part of this effort and to have a real impact on the community,” said Nanette Crocker,
executive director and USA corporate Treasury Management sales manager for BBVA.
Bob Whitaker, CTP, senior vice president, corporate finance for DHL and chairman of AFP’s Board
of Directors, agreed. “I love that we get the opportunity each year at conference to give back to the local
community that hosts the event,” he said.
For this year’s offsite project, AFP 2019 attendees assisted the City of Boston’s Love Your Block program, which
offers mini-grants and neighborhood cleanups for beautification projects. Boston’s Office of Civic Engagement
started the project in 2015, which urges Bostonians to revitalize their neighborhoods one block at a time.
Volunteers traveled to a local elementary school, where they painted benches, built learning gardens/
flower beds, built bookshelves, organized storage rooms, cleaned up the school grounds, and painted walls
throughout the school. 36 volunteers participated in the offsite event.
“I'm always amazed at how much can be done in a short amount of time with a group of dedicated individuals,”
said former AFP Chairman Jeff Johnson, who participated in the Love Your Block event. “AFP members joining
together to improve the communities we are in moves me and motivates me. In the end, behind the numbers we
work with every day, are people and this allows us to help people in a very tangible way.”
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For this year’s onsite project,
attendees worked with Pine Street Inn,
which has worked for the past 50 years
to move people out of homelessness as
quickly as possible. Services provided
include shelter, outreach, facilitating
moves to permanent housing, and
workforce development.
Volunteers assembled 300 hygiene
kits and 2,000 utensil packs for
homeless individuals in the local area.
The hygiene kits contain personal
toiletry items, as well as winter socks,
lip balm and hand warmers, while
the utensil packs are an important
part of meal service. 31 attendees
participated in the onsite event.
Last but not least, AFP conference
attendees also gathered for Paintfest,
which took place in the Exhibit Hall
throughout the event. Attendees
painted pre-drawn murals provided
by the Foundation for Hospital Art,
which are donated to healthcare
facilities across the country. The
Foundation for Hospital Art’s mission
is to give comfort and hope to those
who suffer in hospitals by providing
them with murals at no cost in order
to soften the experience for patients,
families, and hospital staff.
“When attendees volunteer for
AFP Aware, they’re giving back to a
community that needs physical and
emotional support,” said Marcia Harris,
senior treasury and account manager
for the American Institute of Physics
and the AFP Aware ambassador.
“Whether our task is small or large, we
always seem to accomplish more than
what is expected.”
Harris added that volunteering every
year gives her a sense of thankfulness
to be part of AFP. “It really makes me
understand that as an organization,
people come from all different areas
and they want to help others,” she said.
“And that makes me feel good, because
I’m a member of AFP.”
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AFP 2019: INDUSTRY ROUNDTABLES

RETAIL
,
As We Know It
As e-commerce grows,
merchants rethink their approach
MADELINE CANNON

A

t the AFP 2019 Retail Industry Roundtable, sponsored by Fifth Third Bank,
treasury professionals lamented the steady decline that traditional brick-andmortar retail is experiencing. With the rise of online titans like Amazon and
Alibaba, merchants have found it increasingly difficult to gauge customer behavior and
devise new ways of keeping people coming to their stores. Customers aren’t behaving
in reliable ways anymore because retail, as we know it, is dead.
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One practitioner mused over a recent survey
that said 70% of millennials prefer shopping in
stores, while Generation Z is at 77%. Most of the
practitioners scoffed at this survey, and rightfully
so. Customers aren’t going to the empty mall
for one store and they’re not driving to an outlet
30 minutes away. So, it begs the question—is it
worth even having brick-and-mortar stores at all?
Changing behaviors
Retailers are struggling to adjust to this new
paradigm. Previously, there wasn’t much of
a need to feel threatened by the digital world.
When e-commerce came about in the 2000s,
it was infantile. eBay was not going to replace
JCPenney. But the digital world we live in today
is an entirely different beast than the one 10
years ago.
Traditional retail has been passed over in
favor of online marketplaces. Reuters reported
that Alibaba just set a record of $38 billion in
online sales during their November Singles’
Day shopping event. Retail has tried to compete
against these behemoths, but has faced many
challenges, some in the form of regulators. In
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“They go back to the e-commerce
sites and find a cheaper version or
the best price that they can find.”
2016, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
rejected Staples’ acquisition of Office Depot over
antitrust concerns, despite Staples’ argument
that Amazon would provide substantial
competition. Meanwhile, regulators have so far
been reluctant to crack down on big tech. The
lack of understanding the federal government
has shown will continue to be an impediment for
retailers who wish to compete against growing
online monopolies.
Online markets that offer everything in one
place have become the bane of retail’s existence.
One practitioner at the roundtable noted that
even if a customer visits a brick-and-mortar
store and finds the item they’re looking for, it’s
still no guarantee of a sale. “They go back to the
e-commerce sites and find a cheaper version or
the best price that they can find,” he said.
The plurality of online retail sites today has
fundamentally changed the way consumers

behave. Concepts like brand loyalty no
longer hold and consumer expectations have
shifted. For example, with the arrival of twoday shipping, Amazon has shifted consumer
shopping expectations to expect fast and cheap
delivery. It’s the easiest and quickest option
for the consumer to choose, “I'm guilty of
that myself; I just don't have time to get to the
stores,” said one retail treasury professional.
Tariff turmoil
Retail faces another current temporal
hurdle—tariffs. Since consumers can go online

Offering something new
With so much disruption, retailers have been
taking on new approaches to gain customers
back. The general consensus of the merchants
in attendance was that brick and mortar stores
need to offer something different than what they
can find online. “You need to do things in the
store to make it more of a destination,” said one
attendee.
Jewelry and tire retailers at the roundtable
explained that their stores are working on
offering buy-online/pick-up-in-store options,
in hopes of mimicking the fluid experience of
online shopping. Their marketing has shifted
as well; advertising is constructed around the
experience rather than the product, since the
product can be swapped out with a cheaper
version from somewhere else. The jewelry
retailer described the process as becoming more
“touchy-feely” with the customer.
And yet, with so many new plans for
attracting customers, the merchants still
harbored doubt. “Is it worth it? I don't know,”
said one attendee.

“If we change our pricing, people will
go to different stores. They don't care.”
and find better deals somewhere else, the cost
of tariffs has primarily fallen on retailers. “It’s
a pricing nightmare,” said one attendee. “If we
change our pricing, people will go to different
stores. They don't care.”
To work around the tariffs, some retailers
have been buying in bulk. One practitioner
shared how his business buys $20-$30
million in bulk and then stores it in its U.S.
warehouses. And while that solution works
for his company, he acknowledged that it isn’t
applicable for all. You need to have product
that can be stored for long periods of time, as
well as the space to store said product. Buying
in bulk also poses the risk of not being able to
move enough of your product over time, leaving
the retailer in a deficit.

Adapt, or else
Common treasury problems such as fraud
and the ills of armored carrier services will
continue to persist on the backburner, but
retail faces a far greater and immediate
threat—extinction. No number of gimmicks
will change the fact that your product can be
bought somewhere else cheaper and more
conveniently, and it will be received quicker.
Retail treasurers need to rethink what
shopping truly is and what will it could be in
the future. If they continue to envision
the practice as something familiar and
unchanging, instead of treating it as
something that is constantly evolving, then
they are not likely to survive this increasingly
competitive environment.
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“We use technology to challenge ourselves, think beyond
what we’re doing today, and get a new perspective on risk.”
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MAJOR

Disruptions
Corporate treasury journeys
into new technology
STAFF WRITERS, WITH DATA FROM BLOOMBERG

C

orporate treasurers, faced with volatile financial markets
and geopolitics, are looking to new technologies to reduce
costs, gain efficiencies and strengthen their teams.
During the AFP 2019 Executive Breakfast, three leading treasury
experts spoke about their journey to embrace new digital solutions
and create strategic opportunities for their firms.
Thinking ahead
“We use technology to challenge ourselves, think beyond what we’re doing
today, and get a new perspective on risk,” said Sandy Dominach, senior vice
president and treasurer of Constellation Brands, a Fortune 500 company that is
a global producer of beer, wine and spirits. New, disruptive technology can help
minimize and manage risk, ensuring that the company is protected, she added.
One area where technology has brought vast improvements for Dominach’s
company has been hedging. Previously, like many companies, Constellation
hedged according to a certain percentage. Today, it uses a sophisticated formula
to calculate the balance between its cash flow at risk (CFaR) and its earnings at
risk (EaR).
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“Now, our calculations can be done in a matter
of minutes, instead of hours. We have real-time
data when we need it, and can easily show our
executive management board a simple graph to
show how we’re hedging,” Dominach said.
The new technology has improved life for her
treasury team, too. They use robotic process
automation (RPA) and artificial intelligence (AI)
to handle manual and repetitive tasks, so that
her team can concentrate on more high-value
and strategic projects. “By using robotics, you
can achieve greater financial control in your
processes, as they are no longer manual,”
Dominach said. “You’re taking that manual
process out of it. There many repetitive tasks
in treasury/shared service functions where we
can use bots. At Constellation, we have actually
been able to maintain and reduce headcount by
applying this technology.”
Flour, one of the world’s largest global
engineering and construction firms that designs,
builds, and maintains some of the world’s most
complex projects, has also begun using RPA and
AI to optimize its hedging strategies. “The right
hedging strategy can mean millions of dollars to
the business, so we are looking for any edge we
can get,” said Todd Yoder, head of derivatives
and hedging strategy and director of global
treasury at Fluor.
The technology allows Fluor to have better
visibility into its foreign currency exposure,
specifically its CFaR, considering the impacts
from diversification and carry. “We wanted more
information to ensure we implement the optimal
hedging strategies in alignment with our overall
objectives,” Yoder said.
Streamlining processes
For Royal Dutch Shell, part of the challenge
was the pure size of its operations. The company
was running a multitude of disparate systems,
which has caused major interoperability issues.
“We can do great things and we’ve done
great projects,” said Michael Dawson, head of
liquidity and foreign exchange for Shell. “But the
challenge is that we’ve done so many of them
in the past that what we have is a technology
ecosystem that is huge and complex, and the
systems don’t talk to each other.”
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“Our technology ecosystem was huge. Several
systems had reached their end of lifespan and
we had to continue to automate; the flow is just
too great to manage via spreadsheets and email.”

But how do you replace multiple, separate
execution systems with one integrated one,
and still safely execute billions of foreign
exchange trades? That was the question Shell
had to answer. “Our technology ecosystem
was huge. Several systems had reached their
end of lifespan and we had to continue to
automate; the flow is just too great to manage
via spreadsheets and email,” Dawson said.
Shell wanted the best system possible, but
it also wanted to create a new best practice for
treasury globally, not just something bespoke.
“Technology can be challenging, but you have
to see the value in it and get comfortable with
change,” Dawson said.
Shell’s overall goal was to move towards
standardization. “Why should Shell have
systems that only work for Shell? How do we
adopt industry standards in technology to
simplify all of this?” Dawson asked.
Shell replaced multiple systems and
worked with Bloomberg to develop an
expansion of FXGO, Bloomberg’s electronic
foreign exchange trading platform. The new
streamlined solution helps eliminate risks and
achieve best execution, he said, adding that,
“We have significantly reduced our costs.”
While technology is not appropriate for
everything, Dawson stressed that treasury
should automate things that do not add value.
“Our new system gives us optionality, and
empowers people,” he said. “We have removed
manual tasks, and now have the time to focus
on more creative, value-added tasks that allow
us to make smarter decisions.”

Exciting times ahead?
According to Yoder, now is an exciting time
to be corporate treasury, given the technology
advances. “The acceleration in technology
and innovation within the treasury ecosystem
is being driven by lower costs for computing
power and data storage, combined with
an increase in the availability of data and
applications being developed,” he said.
He emphasized the need for treasurers to
be educated on AI and RPA, so that they are
able to discern the current hype from the real
value add.
Nevertheless, Dawson emphasized the
importance of only adopting new technology
where it is needed. “Let’s use technology for
the stuff that it’s appropriate for,” he said.
“Technology is not appropriate for everything.
You still need humans to work on strategy and
other things.”

AFP® EXECUTIVE GUIDE TO

Emerging
Technologies
Part 2: Artificial
Intelligence and
Machine Learning

Underwritten by:

For more insights on emerging
technologies and how they can
apply to treasury and finance,
download AFP’s two-part Executive
Guide to Emerging Technologies,
underwritten by Kyriba, at:
www.AFPonline.org/publications
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Value

PROPOSITION
Maximizing the potential
value of blockchain
ANGELA LAWSON

S

hould blockchain be on the minds of
business leaders? While it may be
tempting to give a definitive “yes or no”
answer, the practical response is, “It depends.”
Proponents of the multiparty shared ledger,
where some participants contribute to the
operation, security and resilience of the system
sometimes without reliance on a single owner,
have enumerated hundreds of use cases
in various industries from trade finance to
healthcare. However, in the past year or so, what
was once a multitude of potential use cases have
contracted as business leaders ask themselves if
blockchain delivers cost effective improvement
over traditional solutions to their problems.
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“The technology is hard of course, but the changes to the trust
and business models are much harder. It can feel more complex
because it is so fundamentally different from other technologies
and constantly evolving.”

In our AFP 2019 panel discussion, “Avoid
Mistakes: Make Fewer Assumptions About
Blockchain,” experts in banking, technology
and law discussed the landscape of blockchain
adoption, and how to steer clear of the hazards
others have encountered in exploring a muchhyped, but complicated, new technology.
Aligning stakeholders
One key obstacle that blockchain faces is
whether stakeholders can agree on it. First,
blockchain’s value proposition includes
the promise to create efficiency in sharing
information among multiple parties. “However,
the technology itself cannot simplify complex
transactions nor align numerous stakeholders,”
said Samantha Pelosi, senior vice president of
payments and innovation at BAFT.
Michael Concannon, vice president at
American Express agreed. “Since blockchain
solutions are distributed in nature, there are
typically more stakeholders across the solution,”
he said. These stakeholders include business
partners, vendors, and even senior leaders
within the organization.
Jim Cunha, senior vice president at the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, described the
challenge of assuring senior leaders that an
experiment to learn about the technology would
not endanger production systems, processes
or data. Media coverage, said our panelists,
and the tendency to perpetuate hype over
reality can mean project leaders must first help
stakeholders “unlearn” what they have heard or
read in order to accurately evaluate the use case.
But achieving stakeholder alignment isn’t easy,
even in many traditional projects or industries.
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Technical complexity
It’s no secret that blockchain is a complex
technology that can be difficult to implement.
Though not ‘new’ in some respects, the
combination of components and the shift from
trusted intermediaries to a new operating and
governance model adds challenges. “The
technology is hard of course, but the changes
to the trust and business models are much
harder,” Cunha said. “It can feel more complex
because it is so fundamentally different from
other technologies and constantly evolving.”
As with any early stage technology, new
skills and knowledge are needed, and the
documentation and support sometimes doesn’t
exist or is inconsistent. Standards bodies,
like Accredited Standards Committee X9,
are beginning work on establishing some of
these best practices, including a new effort
to develop audit guidelines for blockchain
systems within financial services firms. These
efforts will help set the foundations, but won’t
eliminate the need for firms to develop a clear,
objective understanding of the technology and
what it can and cannot do.

“Blockchain platforms and types,” Pelosi
noted, “are not interoperable.” Blockchainas-a-service gives firms opportunities to
experiment with less overhead in both learning
and infrastructure, but may also result in an
overreliance on service providers and a lack of
in-house expertise. Concannon, a technologist,
said technology teams, “need to help partners
along since understanding varies from one
partner to the next. Offering hybrid hosting
models and creating an open API layer may
help bridge the gap.”
Terminology
While the technology is complex, the terms
often used to describe blockchain attempt
to simplify it. However, the result can be
misleading. Words like ‘immutable’ or ‘secure’
are often problematic. Cunha was one of a team
of contributors from around the Federal Reserve
System behind a recent paper that discussed
blockchain terminology. The contributors
concluded that most of the terms used to
describe the technology, though not wholly
inaccurate, still leave a false impression. The

terms, wrote the contributors, often suggest
that the ‘natural’ design of blockchain delivers
capabilities achievable only through specific
design choices and with the addition of other
systems or technologies.
Cunha noted that mixing people from
different worlds—from developers to business
to regulators—means the words we use simply
mean different things. “Incumbents,” he said,
“know their language and can’t often talk the
new lingo (of fintech). Startups don’t often
understand the business they are trying to
disrupt. Regulators talk a different language
from anyone.” No surprise then, Concannon
pointed out, “education is a constant challenge.”
Angela Lawson is senior payments consultant for
the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.
Disclaimer: Views expressed are those
of the author and panelists and do not
necessarily represent the views of their
respective organizations.
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MONEY
BALL
How unique situations and
a little fantasy baseball can
improve financial analysis
KARL KERN
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P

eople may believe that financial analysis can be improved
strictly from education and employment, but that is not always
the case. Often, life can provide unique situations that allow
finance professionals to improve their analysis.

My unique situation
My unique situation occurred as an undergraduate
at Temple University. A common interest I had with
my dorm mates was baseball. We played Strat-OMatic, a precursor to fantasy baseball that involved
drafting players instead of selecting teams. The
draft that occurred in my senior year was the unique
situation that improved my financial analysis.
The unique situation organized my work into the
following process:
1. Establish a simple goal.
2. Define the goal.

2

Does your unique situation provide
opportunities for defining goals?
The goal I established prior to my fantasy draft
was to create a winning team. How I defined this
goal was run production; I wanted position players
who could maximize run production and pitchers
who could minimize it. My definition of my goal for
the draft has carried forward into financial analysis
by understanding terms like profitability, liquidity
and solvency. If your unique situation provides
opportunities for defining goals, you’re on your way
to improving your financial analysis.

3. Determine measurements.
4. Identify elements that fit the measurements.
5. Take action.
6. Don’t take measurements at face value.

By following this process, you too can determine
how your unique situation can improve your
financial analysis.

1

Does your unique situation provide
opportunities for asking questions?
Financial analysis must have a starting point, and
asking questions is a great way to begin. Asking
questions establishes the foundation for learning
what financial analysis is, the process of learning
whether businesses are accumulating wealth. If your
unique situation provides opportunities for asking
questions, you are on the path to improving your
financial analysis.

3

Does your unique situation provide
opportunities for determining
measurements?
Preparing for the draft gave me an excellent
opportunity for determining measurements, which
allowed me to identify what to look for in regard to
run production. The table that appears at the end of
this article provides insights into the measurements
I determined.

4

Does your unique situation provide
opportunities to identify elements that
fit the measurements?
Again, while preparing for the draft, I looked for
position players who could maximize run production
and pitchers who could minimize it. This task has
helped me as a financial analyst because position
players and pitchers are like elements on financial
statements and in transactions.
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MEASUREMENT

FORMULA

PURPOSE

On-Base Percentage
(Hits + Walks) / At Bats
		

Identify position players
who could get on base.

At Bats per Home Run
At Bats / Home Runs
		

Identify position players
who could hit home runs.

Hits + Walks per 9 Innings
(Hits + Walks) / Innings * 9
		

Identify pitchers who 		
could keep position 		

Home Runs per 9 Innings
(Home Runs / Innings) * 9
		

Identify pitchers who 		
could minimize home runs.

Taking action in financial analysis goes beyond calculations; it
requires communication with people who affect measurements.

5

Does your unique situations
provide opportunities for
taking action?
Taking action during the draft was very simple.
Taking action in financial analysis goes beyond
calculations; it requires communication with
people who affect measurements. These are
generally individuals working in production,
selling and administrative functions.
Communicating with these people can help you
establish yourself as a helpful financial analyst.

6

Does your unique situation provide
opportunities for not taking
measurements at face value?
I remember selecting two pitchers, Alejandro
Pena and Bob Welch. Pena had better statistics
than Welch when it came to minimizing run
production. However, Welch had a better winloss record, because he would win games with
scores like 8 to 4, while Pena would lose games
like 3 to 2. This experience helped me scrutinize
ratios, like the current ratio. The current ratio
can communicate a strong liquidity position,
however, a business having large receivables
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and inventory balances is not as liquid as a
business having a large cash balance. So if your
unique situation provides opportunities for not
taking measurements at face value and you
have a critical eye, you can determine whether a
business is in fact communicating wealth.
A unique opportunity
I will not deny that education and employment
have helped me improve my financial analysis.
But I also know that my unique situation helped
me do the same. Having this opportunity before
becoming a professional is something I will
never discount, that’s something you should
remember. Don’t discount the unique situations
in your life, because sometimes they can help
you become a better analyst.
The table above contains insights into the
measurements that I determined prior to the draft.

NOTE: The draft occurred years before the book
“Moneyball” was published.
Karl Kern is an accountant, lecturer and writer
focused on economics and finance.
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Deals,
Deals,
Deals
Five key
rules for
executing
on M&A
BRYAN LAPIDUS

M

ergers and
acquisitions are hard
on FP&A. When two
dozen practitioners gathered at
an AFP 2019 FP&A Roundtable
to discuss their roles and
experience in M&A, there was
no discussion of modeling
economic benefits and strategic
rationale. Instead, five themes
came through clearly.
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Deal structures and FP&A involvement vary.
There are many different flavors to M&A, and
the negotiation for each will differ as well. For
example, buying small companies that operate
independently, private-to-private transactions, and
a publicly traded firm acquiring another will each
be handled differently. A banker in attendance
explained how senior leadership at his organization
was in talks with other company for about 10
years before finalizing an acquisition. In contrast,
an FP&A practitioner for large consumer product
company noted that once, he “had one month’s
notice” prior to a deal. Some deals are negotiated
among a small group due to secrecy and delicacy of
the information; FP&A may be involved or not, often
depending on the strength of the internal corporate
FP&A group. For those who get short notice, one
CFO noted, “there are reasons for that, and that is
the way it is.” The best you can do is have playbook
and process ready to execute.
Culture eats (M&A) strategy for breakfast.
While this is a play on the famous Peter Drucker
quote, it essentially captures the sentiment of the
room when asked to identify the most common pitfall
for M&A transactions.
Deals may take on a momentum of their own
that is hard to stop. “Often, people are also bought
into the process… [it’s like] you have to go through
with the wedding because the checks have already
been cashed,” said one attendee. “You cannot stop
the process.”
Then, when the hard work of integration takes
place, people leave due to any number of reasons:
fear, frustration, change, not liking the new
circumstances, etc. “We offered 50% pay increases
to the acquired employees and they still left,” a
former CFO recalled.
The practitioners offered up some advice:
• The better you can define and explain your
culture to the acquired staff, the better they will
understand the change to come and hopefully
appreciate the values of the new company.
• Include HR in the evaluation team, with the
ability to examine and explain role alignments
and read the culture of other company.
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• Look out for signs of culture clash,
including missed deadlines to deliver data
and make progress.
• Assume and model headcount reduction of at
least 25% in affected teams, and associated
productivity loss.
• Have a blueprint for M&A to present an orderly
expectation of events and diligence.
• Consider the earn-out incentives of key players.
Consolidated reporting will be hard.
“It has been 12 months since the merger and we
are still working on getting our reporting right,” said
one practitioner, as heads nodded in understanding
and sympathy around the room. Systems don’t
integrate, and even ledger accounts with the same
name have different meanings and elements.
There is a need to create “new historicals” for the
combined entity as a basis for new forecasts. Yet
this operational pain contrasts with the demands of
leadership and investors who require that finance
present consolidated reporting “on day one” after

the deal closes. Finance makes manual adjustments
and ugly contortions to make the numbers work;
this may be exacerbated if the time between deal
announcement and close is especially short.
A few more pieces of advice:
• Standardize a template for reporting so the
acquired team knows what is expected; deploy
members of your team to coach the new team.
• Focus on the roll-up reporting items that matter.
• Beware of change fatigue; start with easy
reconciliations like payroll.
Deals take on a life of their own.
Given the high stakes, the time investment from
senior leaders, and the personal capital involved
once negotiations begin and word gets out, it can be

difficult to walk away from a deal. FP&A practitioners
can prepare for this by laying out milestones and
goals ahead of time so that they have a pre-defined
benchmark to compare progress. “We scuttled a deal
because the company we were acquiring missed every
deadline to deliver information to us,” one practitioner
said. “We interpreted that as a sign of resistance.”
Get deal experience.
For all the frustration, deal experience is an
important part of the finance resume. Deal volume
was up last year, and the expectation is for further
acceleration due to cheap capital, outsourced R&D,
and the need to gain scale quickly. This is becoming
a required skill for finance development.

For more exciting FP&A roundtables on M&A and a host of other topics, don’t miss FinNext,
March 15-17, 2020 in New Orleans. Learn more at: dynamic.afponline.org/finnext
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AUGUST-SEPTEMBER 2019 CERTIFIED CORPORATE FP&As
Lori Bono, FP&A
Chief Financial Officer
Grassi & Co. CPAs
Bethpage, NY
UNITED STATES

AFP is excited to recognize the most recent
class of Certified Corporate Financial Planning &
Analysis Professionals.
The Certified Corporate FP&A Professional
designation defines universal principles and
standards of practice used in performing financial
planning & analysis job functions. Those who earn
the FP&A credential have demonstrated their
understanding of those complex processes, tools
and best practices and are recognized as wellpositioned to provide insight to strategic business
decisions at organizations.
Candidates of the Certified Corporate FP&A
Credential must meet education and experience
requirements in addition to passing two
rigourous examinations.

Ahmed Abdelfattah Zedan, FP&A
Senior FP&A Analyst
Alandalus Property Company
Riyadh
SAUDI ARABIA

Drew Axline, FP&A
Operational Controller
J.M. Smucker Company
Orrville, OH
UNITED STATES

Lauren Albert, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
Boston, MA
UNITED STATES

Marian Baloga, FP&A
Philips University
Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS

George Anderson, FP&A
Cleveland, OH
UNITED STATES

Skipper Banta, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Merit Medical Systems, Inc.
Lehi, UT
UNITED STATES

Leeann Anderson, FP&A
United States Steel Corporation
Valparaiso, IN
UNITED STATES
Edward Appiah, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
Washington Gas
Springfield, VA
UNITED STATES
Muhammad Asif, FP&A
Strategy Manager
Ford
Dubai
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Jonathan Auguste, FP&A
Finance Analyst
Cisco Meraki
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES
Louisa Awesome, FP&A
Project Manager
Verizon Communications, Inc.
Lake Mary, FL
UNITED STATES

Juan Bejarano, FP&A
Verizon Communications, Inc.
Lake Mary, FL
UNITED STATES
Ivan Betancourt, FP&A
Finance Manager
Lewis Energy Group
San Antonio, TX
UNITED STATES
Shaun Birnbaum, FP&A
Controller
Repwest Insurance Company
Phoenix, AZ
UNITED STATES
Thomas Blair, FP&A
Financial Reporting Manager
OIA Global
Portland, OR
UNITED STATES
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Gek Yong Nicole Boon, FP&A
FLDP Management Trainee
Johnson & Johnson Pte Ltd
SINGAPORE
Mason Brady, FP&A
Director of Finance & Supply
Chain
Homegrown Organic Farms
Visalia, CA
UNITED STATES
Sylvia Broll, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
Thermo Fisher Scientific Geneart
GmbH
Regensburg, BY
GERMANY
Aaron Brugere, FP&A
University of Memphis
Memphis, TN
UNITED STATES
John Bunting, FP&A
Business Analyst
Builders Mutual Insurance
Company
Raleigh, NC
UNITED STATES
Natalya Bushneva, FP&A
Lead Financial Analyst
AT&T
Norcross, GA
UNITED STATES
Lanessa Cappelli, FP&A
United States Steel Corporation
West Mifflin, PA
UNITED STATES
Desiree Carmona, FP&A
Manager - FP&A
Verizon Communications, Inc.
Basking Ridge, NJ
UNITED STATES
John Carr, FP&A
Director - Financial Analysis
Revantage
Palos Park, IL
UNITED STATES
Mark Carroll, FP&A
Finance Manager
Linde Engineering North America
Woodstock, GA
UNITED STATES
Chi Hang Chan, FP&A
Controller
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
Kawasaki
JAPAN

Cheung Chi Lai, FP&A
Sr. Financial Analyst
FedEx Corporation
HONG KONG
Michael Chozick, FP&A
Director
Whole Foods Market
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES
Joshua Clancy, FP&A
FP&A Reporting Manager
CivicPlus
Manhattan, KS
UNITED STATES
Chloe Clark, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
GEODIS
Brentwood, TN
UNITED STATES
Kristofer Corbit, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
OmniTRAX, Inc.
Denver, CO
UNITED STATES
Sarah Cordle, FP&A
Financial Budgeting & Reporting
Manager
Le Creuset
Charleston, SC
UNITED STATES
Roberto Cruz, CTP, FP&A
Director
SUEZ
Hawthorne, NJ
UNITED STATES
Benjamin Delgado, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
Whole Foods Market
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES
Mario Dimas, FP&A
Senior Budget Analyst
Vanguard University of Southern
California
Lake Forest, CA
UNITED STATES
Emily Dimayacyac, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Endologix, Inc.
Irvine, CA
UNITED STATES
Marsha Donald Haughton, FP&A
Director Treasury and Accounting
J Wray & Nephew Limited
Kingston
JAMAICA
Nicholas Dunkley, FP&A
Sales Controller
Nestle Jamaica Ltd
Ferry Pen
JAMAICA

Jacob Edge, FP&A
FedEx Corporation
Big Bend, WI
UNITED STATES
Lura Edge, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
Whole Foods Market
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES
Ahmet Ertun, FP&A
Finance Director
1977
Basking Ridge, NJ
UNITED STATES
Jonathan Fatahi, FP&A
Senior Manager Finance
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Encinitas, CA
UNITED STATES
Ryan Fealey, FP&A
VP, Finance
Taurus Alternative Strategies, Llc
White Plains, NY
UNITED STATES
Lisa Fernando, FP&A
Manager, Financial Planning
& Analysis
St. Catherine
JAMAICA
Tom Fisher, FP&A
AFLAC Incorporated
Columbus, GA
UNITED STATES
Stephanie Flores, FP&A
United States Steel Corporation
Pittsburgh, PA
UNITED STATES
Campillo Francisco, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
Dietikon
SWITZERLAND
Liz Frost, FP&A
United States Steel Corporation
Valparaiso, IN
UNITED STATES
Nathan Garland, FP&A
Senior. Financial Analyst, FP&A
Spirit Airlines Inc.
Pembroke Pines, FL
UNITED STATES
Daniela Gigliucci, FP&A
FP&A Manager
Iron Mountain Incorporated
Kellyville
AUSTRALIA
Alexander Greaves, FP&A
Senior Commercial Support Analyst
Johnson & Johnson
SINGAPORE

Joe Groat, FP&A
Director - FP&A
United States Steel Corporation
Grosse Ile, MI
UNITED STATES

Ashlee James, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Commercial Metals, Co.
Irving, TX
UNITED STATES

Csilla Kuehn, FP&A
Senior Accountant
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA
UNITED STATES

Barbara Haedtke, FP&A
Director of Strategy and Finance
Papa Murphy's International, Inc.
Vancouver, WA
UNITED STATES

Susan Jaynes, FP&A
Interim Director, Budget Planning
& Financial Management
San Jose State University
Cupertino, CA
UNITED STATES

Leo Kulp, FP&A
Equity Research Analyst
RBC Bank (USA)
New York, NY
UNITED STATES

Carolyn Hanson, FP&A
FP&A Analyst
Redwood Trust
Mill Valley, CA
UNITED STATES
Sagar Hebbar, FP&A
Global FP&A Leader
Viavi Solutions
San Jose, CA
UNITED STATES
Gregory Henry, CTP, FP&A
Vice President Treasury
and Middle Office
AGNC Investment Corp
Bethesda, MD
UNITED STATES
Josh Hodges, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
US Health Group, LLC
Fort Worth, TX
UNITED STATES
Sheldon Hodges, FP&A
Verizon Communications, Inc.
Madison, NJ
UNITED STATES
Jason Hoffman, FP&A
Vice President - FP&A
Whole Foods Market
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES
Christie Holmes, FP&A
Senior Manager
Associated Wholesale Grocers
Kansas City, KS
UNITED STATES
Hao Huang, FP&A
Newark, CA
UNITED STATES
Ammon Jacobsmeyer, FP&A
Senior Internal Reporting Analyst
Overstock.com
Stansbury Park, UT
UNITED STATES
Javier Jacome, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Peoples Health Inc.
Metairie, LA
UNITED STATES

Antony John, FP&A
Senior Finance Professional
The Central Bank Of UAE
Abu Dhabi
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Roshan John, FP&A
Marsh & McLennan Companies Inc.
Witham
UNITED KINGDOM
Niman Kaleel, CTP, FP&A
President
Northstar Business Advisors, LLC
Saint Augustine, FL
UNITED STATES
Brianne Keyes, FP&A
Finance Manager
Wabash National Corporation
Lafayette, IN
UNITED STATES
Vivian Ki, FP&A
Manager, Finance
Iron Mountain Incorporated
Toronto, ON
CANADA
Daniel Killpack, FP&A
CFO
American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Lauren King, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Venetia, PA
UNITED STATES
John Klopfenstein, CTP, FP&A
Controller & Chief Accounting Officer
Patriot Transportation Holding Inc.
Jacksonville, FL
UNITED STATES
Eleanor Knepper, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
Whole Foods Market
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES
Matthew Kovach, FP&A
Director FP&A
JBT
Brandon, FL
UNITED STATES

Peter Laanisto, CTP, FP&A
Treasury Manager
Enterprise Community Investment
Inc.
Columbia, MD
UNITED STATES
Katheryn Lane, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Vanguard
Lansdale, PA
UNITED STATES
Aaron Lang, FP&A
Financial Analyst III
AIMCO Properties, L.P.
Denver, CO
UNITED STATES
Ryan Levine, FP&A
United States Steel Corporation
Bethel Park, PA
UNITED STATES
Liping Lim, FP&A
Snr Financial Analyst
Nike Global Trading B.V. Singapore
SINGAPORE
Thei Sun Lin, FP&A
Financial Analyst II
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Urayasu
JAPAN
Chang Liu, FP&A
Pricing Analyst
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
Shanghai
CHINA
Ashraf Lodhia, FP&A
Financial Analyst
FireEye, Inc.
Milpitas, CA
UNITED STATES
Sarah Loy, FP&A
FP&A Manager
United States Steel Corporation
Pittsburgh, PA
UNITED STATES
Christopher Madsen, FP&A
Manager/Corporate Planning
Southwest Gas Corporation
Las Vegas, NV
UNITED STATES
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Jay Mark, FP&A
FP&A Analyst
FireEye, Inc.
Milpitas, CA
UNITED STATES
Leroy Marks, FP&A
CFP Director of Financial Analysis
AT&T Inc.
Plano, TX
UNITED STATES
Misael Martinez, FP&A
CenterPoint Energy, Inc.
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES
Santiago Martinez Monferran,
FP&A
Marsh & McLennan Companies Inc.
Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA
Chan Mason, FP&A
CSAA Insurance Group
Walnut Creek, CA
UNITED STATES
Sarah Mazur, FP&A
Manager FP&A
Sabra Health Care REIT
Irvine, CA
UNITED STATES

Carlene Myers, FP&A
Manager, Financial Planning &
Analysis
Black Diamond Group
Calgary, AB
CANADA
Craig Myers, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
FULLBEAUTY
Avon, IN
UNITED STATES
Chee Hao Derick Neo, FP&A
Accountant
Thermo Fisher Scientific
SINGAPORE
Sanderella Nimrud, FP&A
Accounting Manager
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA
UNITED STATES
Mike O Brien, FP&A
United States Steel Corporation
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES
Jason Ochal, FP&A
Fresenius Kabi USA, LLC
Huntley, IL
UNITED STATES

Matt McMurray, FP&A
Director
Whole Foods Market
Austin, TX
UNITED STATES

Abiola Olatoye-Ojo, FP&A
Financial Planning Manager
Presence Health
Aurora, IL
UNITED STATES

Gerald McVeigh, FP&A
Managing Director
Aurora, CO
UNITED STATES

John Olson, FP&A
Finance Manager
Harsco Corporation
Camp Hill, PA
UNITED STATES

Nathan Meyers, FP&A
Analyst
IMO
Elgin, IL
UNITED STATES
Jay Miller, FP&A
United States Steel Corporation
Munster, IN
UNITED STATES
Tadafumi Mitani, FP&A
Principal Financial Analyst
Cameron LNG LLC
Houston, TX
UNITED STATES
Sultan Mujallid, FP&A
Finance Manager
Al Sunbulah Group
Jeddah
SAUDI ARABIA
Michelle Murray, FP&A
Bourne, MA
UNITED STATES

Sachio Oshima, FP&A
Tokyo
JAPAN
Zia Patel, FP&A
Berkley Re UK Limited
London
UNITED KINGDOM
Minh Hang Pham, FP&A
Finance Analyst
Johnson & Johnson Pte Ltd
SINGAPORE
Matt Phelan, FP&A
Johnson & Johnson
Holland, PA
UNITED STATES
Abbey Pifer, FP&A
Accounting Manager
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Middletown, VA
UNITED STATES
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Eric Plunkett, FP&A
Senior Manager, Accounting
ThermoFisher Scientific
Durham, NC
UNITED STATES

Jeremy Russell, FP&A
Director of FP&A
JELD-WEN
Mount Holly, NC
UNITED STATES

Sofie Poelmans, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Thermo Fisher Scientific
Geel
BELGIUM

Peter Schilling, FP&A
AIMCO Properties, L.P.
Denver, CO
UNTED STATES

Vikentia Provizionatou, FP&A
Associate Director Debt
Management
Stanford University
Palo Alto, CA
UNITED STATES
Floried Purdy, FP&A
Finance Consultant
Verizon Communications, Inc.
Lake Mary, FL
UNITED STATES
Chandra Ramakrishnan, FP&A
Manager
Hanon Automotive System India
Private Limited
Chennai
INDIA
Valery Rasseykin, FP&A
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
St. Petersburg
RUSSIA
Rebekah Reid, FP&A
Financial Analyst
Turner Construction Company
New York, NY
UNITED STATES
Chris Rininger, FP&A
Director -Financial Planning and
Analysis
Brookfield Properties
Aurora, CO
UNITED STATES
Alissa Roberts, FP&A
Business Partner, FP&A
Hootsuite Media
Vancouver, BC
CANADA
Daniel Rodriguez, FP&A
Corporate Finance, Manager
Zachry
San Antonio, TX
UNITED STATES
Hector Rubalcava, FP&A
FP&A Manager & Business
Partner
Amtrak
Chicago, IL
UNITED STATES

Reed Scocos, FP&A
Senior Financial Analyst
QuikTrip Corporation
Tulsa, OK
UNITED STATES
Tyler Shelton, FP&A
Sr. Financial Analyst
AT&T
Dallas, TX
UNTED STATES
Jiayao Shen, FP&A
Senior FP&A
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
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THE BOOK END

Finding Your Voice
I
ANDREW DEICHLER

f you saw me at AFP 2019, it was probably
while recording podcast interviews at the AFP
Conversations Booth. In contrast to previous years,
I only had the opportunity to sit in on a couple of
sessions, one of which was our opening keynote,
Robin Roberts.
Robin is obviously a very inspiring speaker, but also
very funny and relatable. One little anecdote that she
shared that really hit home for me was how, when she
first got into broadcasting, she took a job as a DJ at
a country radio station. Robin’s ultimate goal at that
point was to get into sports reporting. But like so
many of us, she had to take the work she could find
and make the most of it—even though she wasn’t a
fan of country music.
Back when I was first trying to break into the
competitive world of communications, I took a part-time
job as a DJ for a country radio station. Now, I like all kinds
of music; I’m mostly into rock, but I also like blues, R&B,
rap, classical, jazz, etc. One type of music I’ve never been
able to connect to is country, which I suppose is ironic
because I grew up mostly in Central Pennsylvania and
that’s what’s popular there. Nevertheless, every weekend,
I had to get on the radio and act enthusiastic about the
latest Dierks Bentley song.
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But while I can’t say I loved hosting a country radio
show, one thing it did do for me was help me work
on my radio voice. Most of us have an idea of what
we sound like when we talk. But it’s only after you
record your voice and hear it played back to you that
you know what you really sound like. This experience
ultimately helped me immensely when I took over the
AFP Conversations podcast.
And I think that’s really the point. Throughout
our careers, we often take jobs that we view as
steppingstones. Obviously, we have our eyes on some
other position. But it’s also worth immersing yourself in
the job you have, because the skills you obtain might
prove highly useful somewhere down the line.
Back when I hosted that country radio show, podcasts
weren’t even a thing yet. And once I started my writing
career, I figured my radio days were behind me. But we
live in an age where technology is constantly creating
new opportunities and trends. So when the time came to
dust off my radio voice and put it to use, I jumped at the
chance. But I might not have had the confidence to do it,
had I not hosted that radio show.
When you have an opportunity to learn a new skill,
don’t brush it off. Absorb everything you can, because
you never know when you might need it in the future.
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